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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

Fabricating One Cell of Refreshable Braille Display Using  

New Bistable Electroactive Polymers 

 

by 

 

Zhiyun Lu 

 

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2017 

Professor Qibing Pei, Chair 

 

Bistable electroactive polymer (BSEP) exhibiting large-strain actuation, shape memory effect, 

sharp and reversible rigid-to-rubbery transition, and rigid-to-rigid deformation is regarded as a 

competitive candidate for refreshable Braille display. Two new BSEP materials with a long-chain 

urethane diacrylate and stearyl acrylate named BS80-1 and BS80-2, respectively, were studied for 

their mechanical properties and actuation performances. BS80-2, compared with BS80-1, presents 

a better bonding with electrodes made of carbon nanotubes, a better toughness up to 312% strain, 

a reinforced tensile strength and a larger elongation at break compared to BS80-1. On the other 

hand, to better understand the actuation performance of both materials, computer simulation under 
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same experimental conditions using finite element analysis was also conducted. Through 

combining the experimental and simulated actuation performance, data we obtained could be 

employed as guidance to fabrication of the Braille cell. Unlike conventional high electric filed 

induced actuation of BSEP, for our refreshable Braille display, air pressure is utilized to trigger 

the actuation. In this way, the voltage needed to drive the device could be significantly lower and 

the safety of device could be improved as well. 
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Chapter 1. Overview of Bistable Electroactive Polymer Based Refreshable Braille Display 

1.1 Overview of Refreshable Braille Display 

According to the estimation of World Health Organization [1], 285 million people are visually 

impaired or blind worldwide. For vision impaired people, the primary approach to literacy has 

been Braille paper for over 100 years. However, the conventional methods of Braille paper 

production including embossment, puncture and molding are nonerasable, inefficient and 

resource-consuming. Like the tablet PCs or the electronic readers widely used nowadays, a 

refreshable electronic reading devices for those with vision disabilities are of great demand. 

Indeed, refreshable Braille displays do exist now on the market, such as widely used Braille Lite 

and Braille Note. However, those existing products are based on electromechanics like 

piezoelectric ceramic, which are hard to be packaged to a compact form and are costly. Those 

electronic readers are expensive, bulky and typically offer only a single line of Braille cell. As a 

consequence, users would not be able to read multiple lines of characters at a time, and they could 

not have access to graphics, tables or equations either [2]. 

The conceptual design of page-sized refreshable Braille e-Books was published in 2009 by Yanko 

Design [3] using electroactive polymers or heated wax instead of mechanical pins. However, there 

has always been a gap between technologies and mass production for these years. A budget-price, 

portable tactile display device needs to be brought to the market. If there are affordable Braille e-

books available on the market for every child with vision impairment, it can serve as an educational 
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aid for blind children to learn more things such as algebra, scientific formulas and up-to-date news. 

 

Figure 1. International building standard for a Braille cell [4]. 

Generally, a refreshable Braille display device is built based on the international Braille cell 

building standard as shown in figure 1 [4]. For each character in Braille, it is made of up to six dots 

lining up in two columns of three. The different patterns of protruded dots on one Braille cell 

represent various characters. For instance, the Braille character “A” is represented as in figure 2, 

with only the first dot raised on the Braille cell [5]. Therefore, for constructing a refreshable Braille 

display, an individual control of each dot must be achieved with precision. In this way, when we 

combine dozens of Braille cells together to be of page size, an electronic Braille paper will be 

fabricated. 

Figure 2. Illustration of word “CAT” in Braille [5]. 

Braille display, as one of the simplest applications in tactile display systems, has been widely 
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investigated for decades using most of available actuation technologies, including piezoelectric 

ceramic actuators, shape memory alloy actuators, electrorheological (ER) fluid actuators, 

solenoids, relays, electromagnetic actuators and etc. However, some drawbacks associated with 

those actuation technologies restrict their potential to be widely used in tactile displays.  

For instance, under applied voltage, Piezoelectric actuators [6-7] deforms only in an extremely small 

range. To apply this technology to Braille display applications, some amplification mechanisms [8-

9] must be introduced as well, like the hydraulic displacement amplification mechanism proposed 

by Watanabe et al.[10]. Aside from the deficient displacement, the difficulty for compact packaging 

to be integrated into the system is also not negligible. 

For shape memory alloy actuators, their shape recovery processes are controlled by temperature. 

Thus, high heat generation rate and effective cooling system are required to be integrated into the 

devices [11]. At the same time, the energy consumed in heating shape memory alloys is relatively 

large, and is also typically wasted [12]. 

Generally, considering the shaping requirements, the cost, and the ideal feedback sensation of the 

Braille display applications [13], problems such as inadequate stroke, deficient force, high expenses, 

slow response time and/or difficulty for compact packaging [14] are typical concerns for applying 

these technologies to devices. For the sake of mass production of multiline, portable and 

refreshable Braille display devices, a lightweight, low power-consumption, affordable actuator is 

needed.  
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Therefore, pneumatic actuators seem to be a promising candidate as they could generate necessary 

forces to fingertip easily to provide the desired sensation, could tightly packed together, are budget-

price and could response rapidly. Typically, an elastomer membrane is employed as the tactile 

screen for pneumatic actuators to amplify the microvalve’s actuation. However, an undesirable 

problem arose in previously demonstrated membrane-type pneumatic refreshable Braille displays 

is the “balloon-shape” deformation of the elastomer membrane [15]. This effect contributes to the 

instability and ununiformed displacement of each dot under pressure.  

Wu et al. [14] reported the refreshable Braille cells using pneumatic endoskeletal microbubble 

actuators, which used paralene skeleton to support the polyurethane elastomer layer’s deformation. 

Although this structure works to a certain degree, a perfect spherical shaped deformation of each 

dot is still not achieved and the simplicity of the building cells is lost. 

As a result, a high-performance refreshable Braille cell based on new pneumatic actuator is in 

demand. Among other elastomers, polymers with electromechanical properties, as a kind of smart 

materials widely used in actuators, possess the potential to combine with pneumatic actuators to 

establish the ideal refreshable Braille cell.  

1.2 Backgrounds and Features of Electroactive polymers and Dielectric Elastomers 

Polymers with electromechanical properties, also called as electroactive polymers (EAPs), is 

commonly used in electricity triggered actuators, which responds to electric field to generate 

dimensional actuation so as to produce mechanical motion[16-17]. The concept of EAP emerged 
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back in 1880 when Wilhelm Röntgen [18] observed that the length of a strip of natural rubber was 

changed by several centimeters under a large applied electric field. EAP is one the most promising 

materials used for actuators due to its high performance unachieved by other conventional 

materials [16-17,19]. Nevertheless, different from shape memory alloys, EAPs belong to shape change 

materials, which will return to their original shape once driving electric field is removed [20]. This 

characteristic may be unsuited for some applications, including refreshable Braille display. 

Dielectric elastomers (DEs), as widely studied for applications like artificial muscles, fall under 

the category of field-activated EAPs. In Roentgen’s experiment in 1880 [18], the deformation of 

natural rubber was the first recorded observation of the actuation of DE. DEs are capable of 

producing large reversible actuation strains (larger than 100%) at relatively high voltage (typically 

500V to 10kV for 10-100µm film) [17]. When applying voltage across the material, the generated 

stress caused by the attraction between opposite charges as repulsion of like charges, also known 

as Maxwell stress, will result in the compression or elongation of the dielectric [16]. Besides, fast 

response, flexible form factors, high specific energy density and high dielectric strength are also 

the reasons why DEs are of wide interest [17,21]. One of the key feature of DEs is that theoretically 

they require no energy to maintain a stable actuated status [17,22]. Ideally, some energies could be 

restored after actuation cycle. However in practice, current leakage, which leads to the voltage 

needed to maintain actuation, and viscoelastic effects are two main factors affecting the efficiency 

of DE actuators [17]. 

Nevertheless, the noteworthy large actuation strain of DEs is only attainable with compromise on 
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low mechanical stiffness (with a low elastic modulus usually less than 10 MPa), which 

significantly limits the potential application in structures [23]. What we desire to obtain is the rigid-

to-rigid actuation while still keeping the remarkable properties of DEs. On the other hand, 

deformation between two rigid states is completed by shape memory polymers taking advantage 

of glass transition. To be specific, the temporary shape acquired artificially above glass transition 

temperature (Tg) can be maintained after cooling down to temperature below Tg. In this way, at 

least two shapes would be memorized by the shape memory polymers [16-17,19]. It is reasonable for 

researchers began to think about how to combine the properties of shape memory polymers and 

DEs together to generate the desirable materials for applications like refreshable Braille display. 

1.3 Properties of Bistable Electroactive Polymers 

As a consequence, a smart material entitled bistable electroactive polymer (BSEP) is introduced 

as our ideal solution for refreshable Braille display since it combines the characteristics of DEs 

and shape memory polymers. BSEPs have Tg slightly above ambient temperature, turn from rigid 

polymers into rubbery elastomer above Tg. When heating up to above Tg, along with applying 

voltage across the BSEP or loading pressure on it, it will be quickly actuated to large strain by the 

Maxwell stress like conventional DEs. This deformation could be preserved after cooling down 

below Tg and will be reversed when heating up back to above Tg. Thus the actuation is bistable 

[2,19,24-25]. The operation mechanism of BSEP actuators is illustrated schematically in figure 3[26]. 

The whole process can be cycled until mechanical fatigue or dielectric breakdown occur. 
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the operation mechanism of BSEP actuators [26]. 

As an emerging smart material, BSEP is prospected to be used in Braille display, biologically 

inspired robots, haptic sensors and adaptive structures [27]. In order to accomplish those tasks, 

BSEP is required to be rigid with modulus larger than 100MPa at ambient temperature to function 

as structural material. Above glass transition temperature, the modulus is supposed to be less than 

10MPa to perform large deformation. High dielectric strength is also necessary to endure electric 

field greater than 100MV/m. Besides, low viscoelasticity in rubbery state and long elongation at 

break are also desired so as to guarantee the good cycling performance [28]. From the consideration 

of lowering thermal energy consumption and having fast response speed, a narrow span of glass 

transition temperature slightly above room temperature of the BSEP is of great importance as 

well[25]. 

In conclusion, the BSEP meets the requirements mention above could be the desirable materials 

to be combined with pneumatic actuators to establish the ideal refreshable Braille cell. 
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1.4 Ideal BSEP Material for Refreshable Braille Displays: BS80 

The ideal BSEP exhibiting sharp rigid-to-rubbery transition was introduced by Ren et al.[25]. For 

this new BSEP, stearyl acrylate (octadecyl acrylate, SA), as a popular component in shape memory 

polymers, is employed as a component to equip the BSEP with a sharp rigid-to-rubbery transition. 

Stearyl moieties’ crystalline aggregation under Tg will assist the BSEP to increase the stiffness of 

the polymer matrix while the melting stearyl group will act as plasticizers to lower the modulus 

when above Tg. A long-chain urethane diacrylate (UDA) is also introduced into the new BSEP 

since all the previously reported SA-based shape memory polymers are gel-like at high 

temperature, which are not compatible for using as BSEP materials. UDA homopolymer is chosen 

because it has a large elongation at break of 1100%, a properly low modulus of 0.827 MPa at 

ambient temperature, and a low Tg of -54 °C. In rubbery state of SA-UDA copolymers, cross-

linked UDA moiety plays a significant role in increasing the storage modulus and improving the 

toughness. As a result, the combination of SA and UDA produces an ideal sharp phase changing 

BSEP with high tensile strength in both rigid and rubbery states, and with the potential of going 

through large deformation in rubbery state. 

According to Ren et al.’s work [25], among a serious of SA-UDA copolymers, the SA to UDA ratio 

of the copolymer is a determining factor for the storage moduli of its rigid and rubbery states. A 

higher SA to UDA ratio results in enhanced modulus in rigid state and suppressed modulus in 

rubbery state. Among all the SA-UDA copolymers studied by Ren et al., the one with high SA to 

UDA ratio of 80:20, entitled BS80, possesses the largest difference between the moduli of rigid 
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and rubbery states. Taking advantage of this characteristic, BS80, with high storage modulus of 

160MPa at room temperature and small modulus of 0.15MPa above Tg, is considered to be a good 

candidate for applications like Braille display. Thanks to this large difference in moduli, the 

actuation of BS80 could be controlled accurately by adjusting temperature: when applying certain 

pressure on a BS80 film, areas above Tg could be deformed easily while areas under Tg could 

remain undeformed. Therefore, for applications like Braille display, the actuation performance of 

six dots of one Braille cell could be manipulated individually with precision. 

1.5 Effects of Crosslinkers and Photoinitiators in BS80 

Niu et al. [29] reported the effect of crosslinker in DEs of adjusting the mechanical properties 

previously. The introduction of small molecule crosslinker would effectively increase the crosslink 

density, contributing to a more confined chain movement of the elastomers. Consequently, a much 

better rubbery elasticity such as improved tensile strength and stiffness will present. Besides, a 

higher glass transition temperature and a compromised stretch ratio at break may also be observed 

in highly crosslinked DEs. Therefore, a small molecule crosslinker, trimethylolpropane triacrylate 

(TMPTA), is added to the BS80 copolymer. 

On the other hand, 2,2-Dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) and benzophenone (BP) are 

employed as co-photoinitiators to initialize the polymerization of BS80 with a weight ratio of 2:1. 

Nevertheless, the addition of photointiator would also alter the mechanical properties, phase 

transition temperature and shape memory performance of the BS80[25]. In the rubbery state, 

modulus will decrease corresponding to a higher concentration of photoinitiators. Considering the 
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two dangling chain ends introduced to the polymer network by every photointiator, the reason 

behind the declined modulus may be the smaller number of chain ends acting like plasticizers in 

the system. At the meantime, glass transition temperature range is going to be wider with the 

increasing content of photoinitiators [30]. However, though these two effects are not desirable, the 

concentration of photoinitiators could not be too low to be deficient to achieve complete curing 

both in the bulk and the surface of the prepared thin films [29]. 

In conclusion, to find out a better formulation of BSEP to be used in refreshable Braille display, 

all the above factors must be taken into account. A BSEP with a sharp rigid-to-rubbery transition 

slightly above ambient temperature, a relatively high modulus under room temperature, a small 

modulus in rubbery state, a long elongation at break and a low viscoelasticity would be our best 

choice [25,28].  

1.6 Newly Formulated BSEP: BS80-1 and BS80-2 

The strength of bonding between BSEP film and compliant Joule heating electrodes (usually single 

wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT) are used) is critical for reliable and long-lasting operation. We 

thus modified the formulation of BS-80 to improve the bonding strength between SWNT and the 

BSEP polymer. The resulting BSEP is named as BS80-2, which shows improved adhesion between 

the carbon nanotubes and the polymer matrix than the previous formulation which is hereafter 

named as BS80-1. The new BSEP materials were then employed for to fabricate Braille cell 

prototype. 
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Chapter 2. Overview of Finite Element Analysis of Hyperelastic Materials 

2.1 Finite Element Analysis 

Finite element analysis (FEA) takes advantage of mathematical approximation to simulate the 

engineering problems in real physical system. To solve the problem, the large problem is divided 

to many discrete small parts, thus the complex analysis is simplified to the consideration of overall 

effect of every simple but interactional elements in the system [31]. In this way, finite number of 

unknowns could be used to approach the result in real physical system with infinite unknowns. 

Generally, FEA could be completed through three steps, including preprocessing, calculation and 

post-processing. Preprocessing basically consists of establishing the model for the problem, 

defining element properties and meshing elements. In the step of calculation, degree of freedom 

of the system and loading should be specified. Post-process provides two types of results: result at 

a certain moment, and result of different time period or loading steps, helping users to extract the 

simulated solution conveniently. 

In the following simulation process, a widely used FEA software named ANSYS (version 14.0) 

which could be employed to simulate the entire scope of physics, is utilized to carry out the analysis. 

2.2 Hyperelastic Models 

With the wide application of hyperelastic materials like rubber in various industries, it is of great 

significance to understand their behavior when subjected to loads. However, unlike some 

conventional structural materials, the stress-strain behavior of this kind of hyperelastic materials 
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is no longer linear such that constant modulus will not hold. The behavior of hyperelastic materials 

is described through its strain energy density function [32]. Since our BSEP materials are also able 

to experience large deformation under loads like rubber at a working temperature higher than Tg, 

they are obviously hyperelastic materials too. To have an accurate prediction of the behavior of 

our BESP materials, a suitable hyperelastic model must be determined. 

There are many hyperealstic models developed in literature, including Neo-Hookean model, 

Mooney-Rivlin model, Polynominal model, Arruda-Boyce model, Gent model, Blatz-Ko model, 

Ogden model and Yeoh model. To find the fitted model for hyperelastic materials, three sets of 

mechanical experimental test data are often measured: uniaxial test, equibiaxial test and pure shear 

test. By fitting curves of experimental data, parameters for a certain chosen model for that material 

could be obtained. However, as the number of parameters to be determined differ from model to 

model, the least number of experiments needed for each model varies. For instance, to get accurate 

parameters for Ogden models, three or more experiments are necessary; two sets of experimental 

data would be sufficient for Mooney-Rivlin models; one experiment may be adequate for using 

Neo-Hookean model or Yeoh model [32-33]. 

Besides, for disparate hyperelastic material models, the applicable magnitudes of deformation are 

also different. For example, the applicable range of strain for Neo-Hookean model is relatively 

small (less than 100%); Mooney-Rivlin models perform well up to 200% strain (depending on the 

order of the Mooney-Rivlin model); Yeoh models are most appropriate when fitted for the range 

of strain under operating condition; Ogden models are basically suitable up to failure (suitable for 
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entire strain range) [33]. 

To find the parameters of the fitted model for hyperelastic materials is essentially finding out the 

suitable strain energy density function W. The expression of W for different models has various 

parameters and various number of terms due to different assumptions. Generally, strain energy 

density is the energy preserved in material per unit volume, expressed by a function of strain in 

the material at that moment: 

W = ℱ(𝐼1, 𝐼2, 𝐼3)                              (1) 

Where In is the invariant of Green deformation tensor defined by principle stretch ratios λ1, λ2 and 

λ3 (stretch ratio is the measure of magnitude of deformation expressed as λ = L/L0 in uniaxial 

tension experiment, where L0 is the original length of the specimen and L is the length after 

deformation): 

𝐼1 = 𝜆1
2 + 𝜆2

2 + 𝜆3            
2                              (2) 

𝐼2 = 𝜆1
2𝜆2

2 + 𝜆2
2𝜆3

2 + 𝜆3
2𝜆1

2                          (3) 

𝐼3 = 𝜆1
2𝜆2

2𝜆3
2                                    (4) 

For most of the cases, hyperelastic materials are thought as fully incompressible, i.e. I3=1 [32,34]. 

According to the characteristics of every hyperelastic models like deformation range and the 

requirement of mechanical tests, we are now able to determine the best model to be used. Among 

all the hyperelastic models, considering the large deformation range for our operating condition 

and the lacking of biaxial test data and planar shear test data, Yeoh’s model is employed to predict 

the behavior our BSEP materials.  
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Yeoh’s model, which was proposed by Yeoh in 1993 [35], is a hyperelastic material model depends 

on the first strain invariant. In Yeoh’s model, strain energy function W is defined as: 

W = ∑ 𝐶𝑖0(𝐼1̅ − 3)𝑖𝑁
𝑖=1 + ∑

1

𝐷𝑖
(𝐽𝑒𝑙 − 1)2𝑖𝑁

𝑖=1                    (5) 

Where: 

W = The strain energy density, which is strain per unit volume; 

N = A positive deciding the number of terms in the above function (N=1 for Yeoh’s 1st model, N=2 

for Yeoh’s 2nd model and N=3 for Yeoh’s 3rd model); 

Jel = The elastic volume ratio; 

𝐼1̅ = The first invariant of the deviatoric strain; 

Cij = Material constants, describing the shear behavior of the material; 

Di = Material constants, introducing compressibility and is set equal to zero for fully 

incompressible materials. 

Therefore, for our incompressible BSEP materials, strain energy density function W is now 

simplified to: 

W = ∑ 𝐶𝑖0(𝐼1̅ − 3)𝑖𝑁
𝑖=1                             (6) 

Once parameters for certain material 𝐶𝑖0 are determined, the strain energy density of that material 

will be understood and performance of that material under load will be predicted with confidence. 

Besides, stability of the chosen hyperelastic material model is another issue of concern, as often 

considered in nonlinear FEA. The stability criterion, known as Drucker’s stability criterion[36-37], 

states that for any incremental stress, the associated incremental internal energy must increase. 
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Materials could not satisfy this criteria are generally regarded as unstable material, resulting in 

arbitrary deformations. 

For the case that only one particular type of test is utilized to fit the hyperelastic model, the stability 

(under other loading conditions) of the estimated material parameters could not be guaranteed. For 

example, if only uniaxial test data is used to simulate the biaxial performance, the vertical force 

might change with constant horizontal force. Thus, it is always better to check the stability of the 

material parameters using other type of material test data.  

Chapter 3. Conceptual Design of One Cell in Refreshable Braille Displays 

Other than conventional electric filed-driven actuation of BSEP, for our refreshable Braille display 

application, air pressure is utilized to achieve the actuation of each dot on the Braille cell. This is 

under the consideration of the user’s safety of handling tactile display device. Because generally 

speaking, a high voltage power supply on the order of 102 MV/m is required to actuate the BSEP 

[26,29]. Besides, this high electric field also leads to large energy consumption, which is obviously 

not suitable for driving a portable device. 

Therefore, the design of our refreshable Braille cell is based on pneumatic actuated BSEP film, 

which takes advantages both from pneumatic actuators and EAP (or to say BSEP) actuators. The 

employment of pneumatic triggered actuation solves the safety concerns of high voltage for normal 

EAP actuators. The utilization of BSEP fixes the problem of undesired “balloon-shaped” actuation 

and provides a simple solution to achieve the individual control of each dot through Joule heating.  
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So as to control each dot individually with accuracy, compliant heating electrode on every dot is 

requisite. During use, dots on the Braille cell that need to bump up will be heated by control circuit, 

while dots need to be flat will remain in rigid state. Since there is a great difference between 

modulus in rigid state and rubbery state, under same sufficiently high air pressure, only the areas 

on the BSEP film in rubbery state will undergo large deformation. Therefore, each time the device 

needs to refresh the display, the control circuit will control the current flowing through the 

compliant heating electrodes. The Joule heating effect will facilitate the required dots to be heated 

above glass transition temperature so that those dots could deform easily and quickly. That is the 

working principle of our Braille cell. Here, for the one cell prototype, BSEP film with size of 

1.5cm x 1.5cm is utilized. 

In the following part of this thesis, in order to better understand the actuation performance of BS80-

1 / BS80-2 based refreshable Braille cells, both experiments and finite element analysis were 

conducted. Experiments of the fabrication of the Braille cell prototype are introduced and 

discussed in Chapter 4, while computational simulation using finite element analysis was 

demonstrated and discussed in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 4. Experiments for Fabricating the Braille Cell Using BS80-1 or BS80-2  

4.1 Materials and BS80-1 / BS80-2 Thin Film Preparation 

Urethane diacrylate (UDA) was acquired from Sartomer Company (catalog name: CN9021) and 

used as received. Stearyl acrylate (octadecyl acrylate, SA), Trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TMP-
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TA), 2,2-Dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA), and benzophenone (BP) used for BS80-2 

were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. Single wall carbon nanotubes, P3-

SWNT, were purchased from Carbon Solutions, Inc. Silver nanowire ink (AW030-LP) was 

obtained from ZHEJIANG KECHUANG ADVANCED MATERIALS Co.,LTD, and used as 

received.  

Stearyl acrylate (SA)                       Urethane diacrylate (UDA, catalog name:CN9021) 

TMPTA                   DMPA               Benzophenone (BP)    

Figure 4.Selected chemical structures of BS80-1/ BS80-2 components 

Thin films of BS80-1 were prepared as follows. First, the prepolymer solution consisting of UDA, 

SA, TMPTA, DMPA and BP (chemical structures shown in figure 4) was prepared by mixing all 

the compounds listed in Table 1. This solution was heated on the hot plate of 70 °C to ensure SA 

in a liquid state. The solution was completely mixed in ultrasonic bath for 10-15 minutes. Then, 

the transparent prepolymer solution was carefully injected between two glass sheets spaced with 

Kapton tape and warmed on the hot plate to about 70°C. The thickness of the chosen Kapton tape 

spacer determined the thickness of resulting BS80-1 films, e.g.40μm, 90μm and 170μm. After that, 
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the prepolymer solution between glass sheets was cured on DYMAX Co.’s UVCS light curing 

conveyor using a Fusion 300S type ‘H’ UV curing bulb for about 3 minutes under ambient 

condition. Subsequently, cooled all the cured films to room temperature. To peel off all the films 

from glass substrates more effortless, the glass sheets with film in between was soaked into 

deionized water for 10-15 minutes. Then gently peeled off these films from glass sheets. The 

prepared films are shown in figure 5. At room temperature, the cured film is milky-white, which 

is less transparent compared to PET at same condition, as shown in figure 5(a). When heated up 

to 50 °C, BS80-1 film became similar transparent to PET film, as presented in figure 5(b). 

Figure 5. Cured 90μm BS80-1 films compared to transparent PET films: (a) BS80-1 film is milky-

white at room temperature; (b)BS80-1 film is transparent after heated to 50 °C. 

Thin films of BS80-2 were prepared similarly to BS80-1. First, all the components of BS80-1 were 

mixed at the designated ratios. Some particular chemicals were added to the well-mixed BS80-1 

prepolymer solution in the fume hood. Mix the solution again in ultrasonic bath for another 10 

minutes. Then the solution was treated and cured with basically same process of the way we treated 

BS80-1. The only difference in the following procedure is that the two glass sheets were treated 

BS80-1@ 50 °C           PET @ 50 °C 

BS80-1 @ RT            PET @ RT 

(a) 

(b) 
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with water repellent coating using Rain-X Original glass water repellent in advance because the 

bonding between the additional chemicals in BS80-2 (compared to BS80-1) and glass is relatively 

strong.  

4.2 Mechanical Test 

To understand the mechanical properties of the BS80-1 and BS80-2 material, dynamic mechanical 

analyzer (DMA) test was carried out on a Model RSAIII TA Instruments. Sample used was 5 m 

wide and about 90μm thick held by two thin film grips of the DMA with 6mm separation. The 

stress-strain curves of BS80-1 and BS80-2 in rubbery state were obtained under same conditions 

at 50 °C with a stretch rate of 3.33 mm/s. The information of interest for the mechanical test 

includes ultimate tear strength and strain of BS80-1 and BS80-2 in the rubbery state. 

4.3 Actuation Height Test 

Figure 6. The setup for BSEP acutation height test. (a) The whole setup; (b) the plastic container that the 

BSEP film will be glued on; (c) the mask on the BSEP film. 

To guarantee the precise and explicit tactility of each Braille dot, the height of each Braille dot in 

actuation state should reach 0.7mm. In order to understand the pressure needed for our BSEP to 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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be actuated to the height of 0.7mm, the height of one Braille dot under different pressure is 

measured using the setup shown in figure 6(a). This procedure is exactly same for BS80-1 and 

BS80-2 films regardless of film thickness. The BSEP film was glued on a plastic container (as 

shown in figure 6(b)) with six 1.5mm diameter holes on the surface. On top of the BSEP film, a 

constraint mask of Kapton Green tape with one 1.5mm diameter hole was also glued on so that 

deformation was restricted to only occur on one dot. The container was fixed on a steel plate by 

tape to avoid displacement (figure 6(c)). Then the container was connected to a pressure gauge 

and a 60ml plastic syringe. The film was uniformly heated above 50 °C by heat gun before pushing 

the syringe to add pressure on the BSEP film and throughout the whole process of the height test. 

By slowly pushing the syringe, the air pressure was gradually added to the BSEP film to cause the 

actuation and was measured by the pressure gauge. The whole process was recorded by video 

camera.  

For 40μm and 90μm thick BS80-2 films, the pressure range of the test was from 0mmHg to 

100mmHg; for 40μm thick BS80-1 film, pressure measured was ranging from 0mmHg to 80mmHg.  

4.4 Compliant Joule Heating Electrodes 

Considering the small size of the BS80-1 and BS80-2 film (1.5cm x 1.5cm), before spray coating 

carbon nanotube as compliant electrode on to the films, pre-stretch was also conducted in advance. 

After pre-stretch process, films were stretched to approximately 100% strain. 
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To achieve a precise control of the actuation of each dot on the Braille cell, compliant Joule heating 

electrodes need to be deposited on the surface of pre-stretched BS80-1 and BS80-2 films at the 

position of each dot. Masks made from Kapton Green Tape and removable tape were carved by 

laser engraver to pattern the electrodes. In figure 7(a), masks for one dot and two parallel dots are 

shown. For the conductive material utilized as electrode, carbon nanotube was selected for its high 

conductivity, high compliance and the self-cleaning effect. Here, 12 ml P3-SWNT in DI-water/IPA 

solution was spray coated by airbrush at a pressure of 10 psi onto BS80-1 and 6 ml same solution 

was spray coated similarly onto BS80-2. At this moment, the resistance between two ends of the 

electrodes is about 20 kΩ for BS80-1 and is about 2 kΩ for BS80-2 (measurement was conducted 

before peeling off the mask).  

Figure 7. Presentation of the masks used during Braille cell fabrication process. (a) Masks used for 

spray coating compliant heating electrodes on BSEP films; (b) fabricated one-dot Braille cell prototype 

with heating electrodes and constraint mask. 

Then to further enhance the conductivity of the electrode, a small amount of silver nanowire ink 

solution was also spray coated by airbrush on the films. After peeling off the mask from the film, 

the resistance is around 500 kΩ for BS80-1 and around 50-100 kΩ for BS80-2. 

In order to protect the electrode on the film, 1.5 ml Ecoflex solution was then sprayed uniformly 

(a) (b) 
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to the films with the ends of electrodes covered by removable tape at a high pressure of the airbrush. 

This Ecoflex solution was prepared with a mixture ratio of 0.5 Ecoflex part A: 0.5 Ecoflex part B: 

10 hexane. 30 minutes was needed for the Ecoflex to cure. 

4.5 Fabrication of the Braille Cell Prototype 

After the formation of protective layer, the BS80-1/BS80-2 films were heated to above 50 °C to 

restore their original size of 1.5 x 1.5 cm2. Silver adhesive paper was connected to the ends of 

electrodes. Next, a constraint layer made of Kapton Green Tape was adhered to BS80-1 and BS80-

2 films, acting as a confinement for area other than the active dots. This constraint layer was carved 

by laser cutter, matching the pattern of all the Braille dots. As a consequence, vertical actuation 

will only occur on the position of the Braille dots when pressure and heating current is applied. 

The fabricated BSEP film with one dot constraint mask is shown in the figure 7(b). 

4.6 Results and Discussion 

4.6.1 Mechanical Test Results 

According to the resulting strain-stress curves, as shown in figure 8, the tensile strength of BS80-

1 is 7MPa and that of BS80-2 is 7.7MPa. The elongation at break for BS80-1 is 276% while that 

for BS80-2 is 312%. Before a large strain around 225% occurred, the stiffness of BS80-2 is higher 

than BS80-1. After that, BS80-1 presents a higher stiffness but a lower ductility compared to BS80-

2.  
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Figure 8. Strain-stress curves obtained in mechanical uniaxial tensile tests for BS80-1 and BS80-2. 

Taking all the effects of different contents of TMPTA, DMPA and BP in SA-UDA copolymer 

BS80-1, a higher concentration of crosslinker and a lower content of photoinitiators compared to 

Ren el al.’s previously work are regarded to have a better performance towards applications like 

refreshable tactile display. Therefore, compared to BS80-1 with old formulation, the new BS80-2 

possess a better rubbery elasticity (with tensile strength 7 MPa in rubbery state compared to 

previous 0.26 MPa and elongation at break increased from 191% to 276%) and a narrow range of 

glass transition temperature within 5°C around 45°C. 

4.6.2 Actuation Height Test Results 

The actuation performance of the 90μm thick BS80-2 film is presented in figure 9, showing a 

perfect dome shaped actuation bump. With the loaded air pressure increasing from 0 mmHg to 
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100mmHg, the actuated bump raised up gradually and uniformly. 

Figure 9. Actuation of 90μm thick BS80-2 film under different pressure: (a) 0 mm height before 

loading pressure; (b) 0.31mm height under 20mmHg air pressure; (c) 0.37mm height under 30mmHg air 

pressure; (d) 0.41mm height under 40mmHg air pressure; (e) 0.46mm height under 50mmHg air pressure; 

(f) 0.50mm height under 60mmHg air pressure; (g) 0.54mm height under 70mmHg air pressure; (h) 

0.59mm height under 80mmHg air pressure; (i) 0.65mm height under 90mmHg air pressure; (j) 0.70mm 

height under 100mmHg air pressure. 

The measured relationships between the actuation height and the loaded air pressure of 40μm thick 

BS80-1 film, 40μm thick BS80-2 film and 90μm thick BS80-2 film are illustrated in figure 10. 

Similar linear relationships could be found in all these three curves. However, similar actuation 

height tests for thicker BSEP films are hard to carry out because the required pressure is too high 

to be loaded manually by pushing the syringe. 

(a (b) (c (d) 

(e (f) (g) (h) 

(i) (j) 
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Figure 10. Measured relationships between the actuation height and loaded air pressure of 40μm thick 

BS80-1 film, 40μm thick BS80-2 film and 90μm thick BS80-2 film respectively. 

4.6.3 Different Bonding Strength between Compliant Electrodes and BS80-1 or BS80-2 

During the fabrication of Braille cell using BS80-1, the bonding between compliant heating 

electrode, P3-SWNT, and BS80-1 film is found to be not strong enough. To achieve a necessarily 

low resistance between the two ends of the heating electrode, at least 12 ml of P3-SWNT/IPA 

solution is needed to obtain a resistance around 20 KΩ. In this case, the required voltage to be 

applied on the electrodes so as to heat the specific areas of BS80-1 film is around 90V, which is 

still a high voltage for the concern of users of our Braille display device’s safety. With the addition 

of particular chemicals to BS80-1, BS80-2 shows a much better performance in the bonding with 

carbon nanotubes: only 6 ml of P3-SWNT/IPA solution is sufficient for resistance to be near 2 KΩ. 

Meanwhile, the toughness of BS80-2 in enhanced compared even to new formulated BS80-1 (with 

tensile strength improved to 7.7 MPa in rubbery state and elongation at break increased to 312%). 
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The glass transition temperature is basically the same for BS80-1 and BS80-2. The required 

voltage to heat BS80-2 film drops significantly with the assistance of silver nanowires and the 

stronger bonding with carbon nanotubes (electrode material). So not only is the power 

consumption much lower than BS80-1 based refreshable Braille display device, but safety level is 

also significantly enhanced. 

Chapter 5. Simulation of the Actuation Test of BS80-1 and BS80-2 

5.1 Introduction 

According to the experimental uniaxial test data of our BSEP material, parameters Ci0 (in equation 

(6)) could be determined by fitting the strain energy density function W to the tested strain-stress 

curve using nonlinear least square optimization technique.  

As our experimental uniaxial test curves for both BS80-1 and BS80-2 (as shown previously in 

figure 8) are more close to be a third-degree polynomial curve rather than linear curve or quadratic 

curve, Yeoh’s 3rd order model is applied for further simulation. 

Thus, according to equation (6), the strain energy density functions for both BS80-1 and BS80-2 

are now: 

W = 𝐶10(𝐼1̅ − 3) + 𝐶20(𝐼1̅ − 3)2 + 𝐶30(𝐼1̅ − 3)3                  (7) 

Where parameters C10, C20 and C30 are of different values for different materials. 

Based on the parameters we calculated from fitting the experimental uniaxial tests, we will be able 
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to predict the biaxial and shear behaviors of each material. 

5.2 Simulation for Actuation Performance of BS80-1 

For BS80-1, the three parameters C10, C20 and C30 were determined as listed in the following 

equation by fitting the uniaxial test data: 

W = 45245(𝐼1̅ − 3) − 2638.1(𝐼1̅ − 3)2 + 2078.4(𝐼1̅ − 3)3           (8) 

Based on the above equation, equibiaxial and shear behavior could be predicted as demonstrated 

in figure 11. Experimental uniaxial test data is drawn as the thick blue line, while thin blue line, 

red line and green line are simulated uniaxial, equibiaxial and shear stress-strain curves 

respectively. According to this set of simulated data, the acuation performance of BS80-1 film 

under different pressure could be predicted. 

 

Figure 11. Fitted Yeoh’s 3rd model with BS80-1 experimental uniaxial test data. 

5.3 Simulation for Actuation Performance of BS80-2 

Similarly, for BS80-2, the three parameters C10, C20 and C30 were determined as listed in the 
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following equation by fitting the uniaxial test data: 

W = 75060(𝐼1̅ − 3) + 22284(𝐼1̅ − 3)2 − 908.2(𝐼1̅ − 3)3            (9) 

Again, based on the above equation, equibiaxial and shear behavior could be predicted as 

illustrated in figure 12. Thus this set of simulated data could facilitate us predicting the acuation 

performance of BS80-2 film under various pressure values. 

 

Figure 12. Fitted Yeoh’s 3rd model with BS80-2 experimental uniaxial test data. 

5.4 Modeling of BS80-1/BS80-2 Based Braille Cell 

Modeling process for BS80-1 and BS80-2 are exact same except for input materials information 

(parameters of Yeoh’s model). Taking modeling process of BS80-1 for instance, for one Braille 

cell, the modeling process began with creating a 1.5cm x 1.5cm x 40µm BS80-1 film with 

simulated material properties mentioned above as input, as shown in figure 13(a). Then the mask 

in the setup of a Braille cell was glued to the film as fixed support to prevent any dislocation 
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occurred on areas other than the six dots (figure 13(b)). Same as international standard of Braille 

cell, the six dots centered on the mask were of 1.5mm diameter, and all centers of these six circles 

were spaced by 2.5mm. Once the geometry and material properties were assigned to our model, 

solid 185, a commonly used three dimensional 8-nodes element type, was used to mesh our model, 

as presented in figure 13(c). In later calculation and processing process, the calculation was carried 

out on each element. The analysis of this complex problem was divided to the analysis on those 

finite numbers of elements as approximation to the actual results. Thirdly, different pressure was 

loaded on to the position of six dots on the film, as shown in the red areas in figure 13(d), while 

the purple area are fixed to have zero displacement. Besides, the large deflaction option in the 

solver control was turned on and nonlinear effect was taken into consideration as we were dealing 

with a hyperelastic problem here. Eventually, calculation of the stress and strain would be carried 

out on each element on the film individually. 
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Figure 13. Selected modeling steps and results for one Braille cell made of 40µm thick BS80-1 film. (a) 

Model of 40µm thick BS80-1 film; (b) model of constraint layer on top of the film in one Braille cell; (c) 

finite elements meshed for further calculation; (d) loads (red areas) and constraints (purple area) applied 

to the film; (e) simulated result of deformation happened on film under 2000 Pascal pressure with the 

deformation distributed on each dot in unit of mm presented on the colored bar; (f) distribution of 

deformation (actuation height) on one dot under 10600 Pascal pressure; (g) distribution of equivalent 

strain on one dot under 10600 Pascal pressure. 

Identical modeling procedure was also conducted for BS80-1 and BS80-2 for different film 

thickness (40µm, 90µm and 170µm). Simulated dot height under certain pressure could be read 

from the maximum total deformation value, as in figure 13(e). At the same time, equivalent elastic 

strain was also calculated to further understand the actuation behavior. Taking 40µm thick BS80-

1 film as an example, under 2000 Pascal pressure, the maximum dislocation of the film is 

0.23624mm (figure 13(e)). Even at that moment the dot height is relatively small, an identical 

perfect dome shape are formed on all six dots, like what we observed in experiment. With the 

increasing of pressure, the height of all six dots are increased simultaneously to same value. Under 

(e) 

(b) (a) (d) (c) 

(f) 

(g) 

Deformation 

Equivalent  
Strain 
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10600 Pascal pressure, the six dot heights are all of 0.7mm. A detailed view of one dot under 

10600 Pascal is presented in figure 13(f) and figure 13(g), for deformation measurement and 

equivalent strain respectively. When dot height reaches 0.7mm, corresponding maximum strain is 

87.5%. 

5.5 Results and Discussion 

By repeating the same previously mentioned simulation process for different pressure values, 

relationship between applied pressure and actuation height could be obtained for both BS80-1 

and BS80-2 films and for all thickness. The comparison between experimental actuation height 

and simulated actuation height for 40µm thick BS80-1 film and for 40µm thick BS80-2 film are 

demonstrated in figure 14(a) and figure 14(b).  

 

Figure 14. Comparison between experimental actuation height and simulated actuation height. (a) 

Experimental and simulated data for 40µm thick BS80-1; (b) experimental and simulated data for 40µm 

thick BS80-2. 

The simulated actuation performance and tested actuation height for BS80-1 are in good agreement 

according to figure 14(a). The approximated linear relationship between applied air pressure and 

(a) (b) 
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actuation height could be observed to be similar both in experimental and simulated data. 

Meanwhile, although the linear relationship is again similar, there is a gap existed between the 

experimental and simulated actuation performance for BS80-2, as shown in figure 14(b). The 

possible reasons behind this gap is discussed in the following discussion. 

5.5.1 Analysis of the Gap between Actuation Height Tests and Simulated Actuation Performance 

Difference between actuation height test and simulation may be related to following reasons: 

1) The height measured in actuation height test was calculated via ratio of dome height 

to dome diameter (1.5 mm) using graphical analysis software. However, as there was an 

angle between video camera and the plane of film, there is an error existed for measured 

length of dome diameter, therefore, there will be an error for measured height; 

2) The whole actuation process of height test was recorded by video, however, the 

corresponding pressure could not be recorded by same video camera. The pressure was 

only recorded as experimenter read out the pressure of the air pressure gauge. Hence, 

there will be mismatch between the air pressure and the real corresponding dome height. 

Moreover, since the whole actuation process was completed within 1 minute, this 

instantaneous mismatch could lead to a relatively large error. Besides, the accuracy of 

reading of the pressure gauge is also limited; 

3) The sealing of the whole actuation height test setup might not be sufficiently tight. 

Leakage between the film and the container probably existed; 
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4) Due to the restricted conditions in laboratory, only uniaxial tensile test could proceed 

for BSEP material. Inadequate test data leads to the existence of loose ends. Whether the 

stability is held all the time is dubious. Consequently, the calculated strain energy density 

will not be as precise as desired. If equibiaxial tensile test or shear test could be conducted, 

and giving equal weight to all test data, we could have a better estimation of material 

parameters. Then the simulation results would be calibrated to achieve a much higher 

accuracy; 

5) The uniaxial tensile test data for BS80-2 obtained was with little fluctuation due to 

systematic bias. Even though a smooth curve could be fitted based on experimental data 

easily, this small systematic error contributes to a considerable difference in the calculated 

parameters in the hyperelastic model. This may be one of the reason for the larger error 

existed between simulated height-pressure curve and tested data for BS80-2. 

5.5.2 Significance of Conducting Simulation for Actuation Performance of BS80-1 and BS80-2 

As the accuracy and tested pressure range of the actuation height test is limited by the simplified 

setup and recording devices, the data collected in experiment could not be used as a guidance in 

the fabrication process and the usage of our refreshable Braille display device. Moreover, the 

difficulty of conducting the actuation test using such simplified setup is much high for thicker 

films (e.g. 170µm thickness films) since a large pressure is hard to be loaded manually (through 

pushing the syringe).  
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On the other hand, simulated data could facilitate determining the pressure needed to achieve 

required height of Braille dot height (of 0.7 mm in our case). Once the materials mechanical tests 

are finished and then model is set up successfully, the calculation of the required pressure for films 

with different thicknesses would be just a simple and repetitive work. If multiple mechanical tests 

could be carried out so that the stability and accuracy of the simulated results could be ensured, 

then large time consumption for doing such computation on computer will be the only 

disadvantage for using simulated data as guidance for further fabrication or usage. 

Chapter 6. Conclusion 

In this thesis, experimental fabrication for one cell Braille cell for refreshable tactile display is 

illustrated along with the simulation of the actuation performance of the films made of bistable 

electroactive polymers. Due to their sharp rigid-to-rubbery transition slightly above room 

temperature, large elongation at break, relatively low modulus in rubbery state, and high 

modulus in rigid state, BS80-1 and BS80-2 are considered good candidates for Braille display 

application.  

Compared to conventional electric filed-driven actuator using BSEP, for our refreshable Braille 

display, the BS80-1 and BS80-2 films are actuated by air pressure to function like protruded dots 

on the Braille cell. Therefore, it is important to understand the actuation performance driven by 

air pressure so as to know the pressure needed to actuate Braille dots to certain height (0.7mm in 

this case) that ensures the accurate tactility.  
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Since the accuracy of experimental measured actuation height is not guaranteed, and according 

to the fact that the simulation result of 40µm thick BS80-1 is in reasonable agreement with 

experimental results, we have confidence in our established model in simulation. Thus, it is 

reasonable to use simulation results as guidelines during the fabrication of Braille cells and in the 

usage of our refreshable Braille display devices. 

Besides, based on the consideration of better toughness and stronger bonding with compliant 

heating electrodes (SWNT electrodes), BS80-2 may be a better option for refreshable and 

portable Braille Display applications. If BS80-2 is utilized, the required voltage to heat the 

specific dot areas on the film is much lower, therefore the device will be much safer for users.  
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